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Structural DNA nanotechnology aims at the construction of well-
defined nano- to micrometer-scale structures from simple DNA
building blocks.1 In recent years, predictable self-assembly of DNA
tiles composed of branched junctions to construct periodic 1-di-
mensional (1D) and 2-dimensional (2D) patterned lattices has been
demonstrated.2 DNA and RNA lattices of more complex patterns
have also become possible through algorithmic self-assembly.2g,l

The use of self-assembled DNA nanostructures as templates to
organize metallic nanoparticles3 or as molecular lithographic masks
to produce well-ordered gold replicas4 has made DNA self-assembly
a promising tool for potential nanoelectronic applications. However,
previous examples of self-assembled DNA lattices lack control of
the final lattice size because terminating events are not programmed
into the self-assembly. Such control is crucial since future nano-
electronic devices assembled on a DNA-based molecular print-board
would require the DNA scaffolds to have defined boundaries; thus,
self-assembly of finite-size DNA nanoarrays represents an immedi-
ate challenge for structural DNA nanotechnology.

One way to self-assemble a finite-size DNA nanoarray withN
tiles is to synthesizeN different tiles, each containing unique sticky-
ends to connect to its neighboring tiles, so that each tile takes up
a unique and well-defined position in the array. This requires a
large number of DNA strands and therefore would be costly and
time consuming if large arrays are desired. Further, a large set of
tiles poses difficulties in designing unique sticky-end pairs with
minimum similarity, thus making the assembly more error-prone
when scaling up the lattice sizes.

Here we report a novel and more cost-effective strategy to pro-
duce finite-size DNA arrays. This strategy takes advantage of the
geometric symmetry of the tile structure. In general, to use a total
of N tiles to construct a fixed-size 2D arrays withCm symmetry,
wherem ) 2, 3, 4, or 6, the number of unique tiles the fixed-size
array requires isN/m, if N/m is an integral number, or Int(N/m)+1,
if N/m is a nonintegral number. We herein demonstrate two
examples of fixed-size arrays withC2 and C4 fold symmetry.
Specifically, a 5× 5 array formed from DNA tiles withC2 sym-
metry requires 13 unique tiles instead of 25 (Figure 1a,b); while a
5 × 5 array formed from DNA tiles withC4 symmetry requires 7
unique cross-shaped tiles instead of 25 (Figure 2a,b). Therefore,
this strategy is cost-effective in material. Furthermore, within each
self-assembled finite-size array, the unique tiles all share the same
core strand sequences; therefore, only the individual sticky ends
need to be different to result in a single way of connectivity between
the tiles. This minimizes the design time and the sample preparation
time dramatically. Thus, the finite-size DNA nanoarrays can be
constructed efficiently.

In Figure 1, a and b show an example of a 5× 5 fixed-size
array self-assembled from a DNA tile containingC2 symmetry. This
is a new tile structure we recently constructed,2n which has 8 DNA
helixes joined together in a plane with two crossovers running from
one helix to its neighboring helixes. The dimension of a single
8-helix bundle tile is∼17 nm along the helix axis, and∼14 nm

perpendicular to the helix axis in the plane. The sticky ends can
only point along the direction of the helix axis. The structure has
C2 symmetry with the symmetry axis perpendicular to the tile plane.
The reason that we chose the 8-helix structure to demonstrate the
fixed-size array is because the large cavity resulting from this tile
assembly can easily be visualized by atomic force microscopy
(AFM). The 13 unique tiles are different only in the sticky ends
pointing out from the 5′ ends of the outmost helix in the tiles and
are each represented by a different color in Figure 1b. The sticky-
end associations are labeled by the corresponding numbers, e.g.n
pairs withn′. To form the array, a two-step annealing procedure
was used. We first formed each individual tile separately by
combining their component DNA strands stoichiometrically and
cooling from 90 to 40°C and then combined all the 13 tiles in the
correct ratios together into one solution at 40°C and followed by
further cooling to 10°C. Figure 1c shows an AFM image of the
sample deposited onto a mica surface. The magnified image shown
in Figure 1d reveals a well-defined fixed-size array with 25 tiles.
The dimension of each individual tile measures 16.9 nm× 14.2
nm, consistent with our design parameters. The dimension of the 5
× 5 array measures 110 nm on each side. No 2D arrays larger
than the designed dimensions are observed, and the overall geometry
of the 5× 5 array evidences aC2 symmetry.

We have further demonstrated the symmetric assembly strategy
using another tile structure that hasC4 symmetry. We recently
constructed a family of DNA tiles2d which resemble a crosslike
structure composed of four 4-arm DNA branch junctions. Self-
assembly from a single unit of the crosslike structure resulted in
2D nanogrids, which display periodic square cavities. The tile
structure contains a four-fold symmetry perpendicular to the tile
plane (Figure 2a). Figure 2b illustrates the formation of a 5× 5

Figure 1. (a) 8-helix bundle tile, blunt ended. (b) Design of a 5× 5 fixed-
size array based on the tile shown in (a). To form the 25-tile finite-size
array, a total of 13 unique tiles is required. Each unique tile is of a different
color. The numbers represent the corresponding sticky ends. A total of 20
pairs of sticky ends are involved. (c,d) AFM images showing the formation
of the 5× 5 array as designed.
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fixed-size array from the crosslike structure requiring only 7 unique
tiles, each tile represented by a different color. AFM images in
Figure 2, c and d clearly demonstrate the correct formation of the
5 × 5 fixed-size array from the cross-shaped tile structure. The
dimension of the cavity is about 17.2 nm× 16.8 nm, which matches
the design parameters. It is notable that the 5× 5 arrays observed
by AFM most of the time do not show a perfect square, but rather
a diamond shape. This is due to the flexibility of the cross-shaped
tile, in which the acute angle of the cross may range from 90° to
as little as 45° under a stress. However, this does not affect the
integrity of the tile nor the connectivity of the sticky ends.

It should also be noted that within the same design, instead of
using all different unique tiles, one can use a smaller number of
tiles to form smaller finite-size arrays. For example, in Figure 2b,
if one uses the four corner tiles of red (A), green (B), blue (D),
and yellow (E), a finite-size 2× 2 4-tile array can be produced
(Figure 2e,f). On the other hand, if one only uses the three center
tiles of orange (G), purple (F), and yellow (E), a 3× 3 9-tile array
can be produced (Figure 2g, h). In principle, if one used the four
side tiles of red (A), green (B), pink (C), and blue (D), a 16-tile
square with a large cavity space should be formed, but due to the
flexibility of the individual tiles and less cooperativity of the
assembly, a perfect square of this size has not been observed.

For the fixed-size array formed by these crosslike tiles, when
only one or two tiles on the outside are missing, the overall shape
of the array does not change. However, if one or two tiles in the
center are missing, some other array shapes can be formed, such
as a triangle or a five-point star shape (see Supporting Information).
Again, this is due to the flexibility of the cross-shaped tile and the
occasions of such arrays are rare although it is statistically possible
in a molecular self-assembly. Because the 8-helix bundle tile in
Figure 1 is a very rigid motif, other shaped fixed-size arrays based
on this tile were not observed.

In summary, we have defined a novel strategy to produce fixed-
size DNA nanoarrays. We have proved the working principle of
this strategy by demonstrating the formation of fixed-size arrays
with two different symmetries. By adding sticky-ends to the outside
frame of the fixed-size arrays, individual fixed-size arrays could
be further used to form larger arrays with defined dimensions in a
hierarchical way. The strategy reported here provides a powerful
means to produce molecular lithographic masks for nanoelectronic
device constructions or templates for small-scale protein nanoarrays.
The next obvious challenge is to purify the fixed-size array and
localize the array on a solid substrate. It is also worth noting that
Winfree has recently proposed another interesting route to increase
the complexity of self-assembled shapes with minimal numbers of
tiles.5 The high parallelism and accurate control at nanometer-scale
precision offered by DNA self-assembly, when combined with top-
down methods, may lead to nanofabrication with complex molecular
architectures.
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Figure 2. (a) C4 symmetric DNA tile, blunt ended. (b) Design of a 5× 5
fixed-size array based on the tile shown in (a). To form the 25-tile finite-
size array, a total of 7 unique tiles is required in all 10 pairs of double
sticky ends. (c,d) AFM images showing the formation of the 5× 5 array
as designed. (e,f) When only the four corner tiles are used, a 2× 2 array
is formed. (g,h) When only the three center tiles are used, a 3× 3 array is
formed.
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